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AUTHOR CONTRIBUTIONS (listed alphabetically by last name): 

Reid Akana (RA): Collaborated with AVW in creating digital participant symptom surveys; assisted with data 
quality control/curation with NS, HD, SC; created current laboratory information management system (LIMS) 
for specimen logging and tracking. Creation of iOS application for sample logging/tracking. Configured an SQL 
database for data storage. Created an Apache server and websites to view study data. Configured FTPS server to 
catalog PCR data. Wrote a Python package to access study data. Trained study coordinators on SQL. 
Troubleshooting and QC of LIMS. Made Figures 3, 5, S2, S3, S4, S5. Wrote and edited the manuscript with AVW 
and NS. 

Alyssa M. Carter (AMC): Assisted with the inventory and archiving of >6,000 samples at Caltech; coordinated 
shipment of samples to Caltech with AER and JRBR; assisted with procurement of antigen tests; assisted with 
organizing volunteers and making participant kits; assisted AER in developing and implementing QC for 
participant kits. Led the in-lab investigation of antigen false-positive results; designed and performed experiments 
for lot analysis of the Quidel QuickVue At-Home Covid-19 tests. Provided feedback and edited the manuscript. 

Yap Ching Chew (YCC): Primary liaison with Caltech team. Prepared and provided Zymo SafeCollect kits and 
related materials to Caltech team. Supervised the extraction, PCR, and QC teams at Pangea Laboratory. Sent PCR 
results daily to Caltech team. Arranged for Pangea team to perform viral-variant sequencing on selected samples; 
reported results and provided sequencing files. 

Saharai Caldera (SC): Study coordinator; recruited, enrolled and maintained study participants with NS and HD; 
study-data quality control, curation and archiving with RA, NS, HD and MKK; supplies acquisition with AER, 
NS, HD and MKK. 

Hannah Davich (HD): Lead study coordinator; co-wrote participant informational sheets with NS; developed 
recruitment strategies and did outreach with NS; participant kit creation and co-coordinated kit-making by 
volunteers with AER; recruited, enrolled and maintained study participants with NS and SC; managed the study-
coordinator inventory; study-data quality control, curation and archiving with RA, NS, SC and MKK; supplies 
acquisition with AER, NS, SC and MKK. 

Matthew Feaster (MF): Co-investigator; collaborated with AVW, MMC, NS, YG, RFI on study design and 
recruitment strategies; provided guidance and expertise on SARS-CoV-2 epidemiology and local trends. 

Ying-Ying Goh (Y-YG): Co-investigator; collaborated with AVW, MMC, NS, MF, RFI on study design and 
recruitment strategies; provided guidance and expertise on SARS-CoV-2 epidemiology and local trends. 

Rustem F. Ismagilov (RFI): Principal investigator; collaborated with AVW, MMC, NS, MF, YYG on study 
design and recruitment strategies; provided leadership, technical guidance, and oversight of all analyses; was 
responsible for obtaining the primary funding for the study. 

Mi Kyung Kim (MKK): Study coordinator (part-time); maintaining participants with NS, HD, and SC; study-data 
quality control, curation and archiving with RA, NS, SC and HD; supplies acquisition with AER, NS, SC and 
HD; collected contact info for local health centers for recruitment outreach; assembled Table S2 with NS. 

John Raymond B. Reyna (JRBR): Organized sample labeling and short-term storage of all samples at Pangea 
Laboratories. Arranged shipment of all samples to Caltech team. Assisted with processing of the specimens. 

Anna E. Romano (AER): Co-coordinated kit-making by volunteers with HD; implemented QC process for kit-
making; participated in kit making; managed logistics for the inventory and archiving of >6,000 samples at 
Caltech; supplies acquisition with HD, NS, SC and MKK; assisted with securing funding; compiled antigen lot 
data to assist false-positive antigen test investigation; organized and performed QC on sequencing data. Provided 
feedback and edited the manuscript. 

Natasha Shelby (NS): Study administrator; collaborated with AVW, RFI, YG, MF on initial study design and 
recruitment strategies; co-wrote IRB protocol and informed consent with AVW; co-wrote enrollment 
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questionnaire and post-study questionnaire with AVW; initiated the collaboration with Zymo and served as 
primary liaison throughout study; reviewed pilot sampling data and amended instructional sheets/graphics for 
specimen collections in collaboration with Zymo; co-wrote participant informational sheets with HD; hired, 
trained, and supervised the study-coordinator team; developed recruitment strategies and did outreach with HD; 
recruited, enrolled and maintained study participants with HD and SC; co-developed participant keep/drop criteria 
with AVW; performed the daily upload, review, and QC of PCR data received from Zymo; made the daily 
participant keep/drop decisions based on viral-load results and trajectories in each household; made all phone 
calls to alert presumptive positives of their status and provide resources; study-data quality control, curation and 
archiving with RA, HD, SC and MKK; archiving of all participant data and antigen-test photographs; supplies 
acquisition with AER, HD, SC and MKK; assisted with securing funding; managed the overall study budget; 
assembled Fig 1 with AVW; assembled Table S2 with MKK; assembled Table S3; created Fig 4 with AVW; 
managed citations and reference library; verified the underlying data with AVW and RA; co-wrote and edited the 
manuscript with AVW and RA. 

Matt Thomson (MT): Assisted with statistical approach and analyses. 

Colten Tognazzini (CT): Coordinated the recruitment efforts at PPHD with case investigators and contact tracers; 
provided guidance and expertise on SARS-CoV-2 epidemiology and local trends. 

Alexander Viloria Winnett (AVW): Collaborated with NS, RFI, YG, MF on initial study design and recruitment 
strategies; co-wrote IRB protocol and informed consent with NS; co-wrote enrollment questionnaire and post-
study questionnaire with NS; co-developed participant keep/drop criteria with NS; funding acquisition; designed 
and coordinated LOD validation experiments; selected and prepared specimen for viral-variant sequencing with 
NS, YC, and AER; assisted with the inventory and archiving of >6,000 specimen at Caltech with AER and AMC; 
minor role supporting outreach by HD and NS; minor role supporting kit-making by AER, HD and AMC; verified 
the underlying data with NS and RA; major contributor to reference organization and selection; assembled Fig 1 
with NS; created Fig 4 with NS; performed analysis and prepared Fig 2, Fig 6, Fig 7, Fig S1, Table S1, and Table 
S4. Co-wrote and edited the manuscript with NS and RA. 

Taikun Yamada (TY): Performed the RT-qPCR COVID-19 testing at Pangea Laboratory. 
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